
A Guide To 
CoLLeCToR VehiCLes
ColleCtor Cars Come in all shapes and sizes. 

Sometimes those shapes are even a little different than the way they left the 

factory. People unfamiliar with collector vehicles are often overwhelmed 

by the different types. This guide will explain some general categories and 

definitions of today’s collector cars.

You’ll notice that some definitions of the various collector cars overlap. 

Different clubs and organizations often define types of cars differently, and 

these overlapping definitions can be confusing, partly because cars can qualify 

for multiple categories. If you have questions about a particular type of car, 

please feel free to contact Hagerty.



Antique
The term “antique” is often used to indicate  
virtually any old car, but technically it refers to  
one of the following:

• Veteran: Early steam, gasoline and electric cars built prior to 1904. Examples include: 1896 Duryea and 1901 de Dion Bouton.  

• Brass: Cars built after 1900 that use a lot of polished brass trim including headlamps and grille shell. Examples include 1907 Lozier 
and 1909 Oldsmobile Limited.

• Others through 1942: These cars don’t fit into the veteran or brass categories, and because they generally offered modest performance, 
were not considered luxurious and sold for moderate prices, they don’t qualify as “Classics.” Examples include 1915 Dodge Brothers, 
1929 Ford Model A, 1924 Morris Oxford and 1938 Chevrolet Master Deluxe.

ClAssiCs 
The Classic Car Club of America defines CCCA  
Classics or Full Classic™ cars as “fine or unusual  
motor cars which were built between and including  
the years 1924 to 1948.”

As a group, Classics represent the pinnacle of engineering, styling and design for their era. Although there were many “factory-bodied” 
classics, many Classics featured custom coachwork. Examples include 1930 Duesenberg Model J, 1927 Hispano Suiz H6B, Auburn, 
Packard, Rolls-Royce and Alfa Romeo, as well as many other high-quality cars from this period.

PostwAr
A huge number of collectible cars were built in the  
years following World War II. The most common  
categories within this group are:

• Postwar Collectible: The vast majority of cars built following World War II fall into this category. Generally, they are mass-produced 
sedans, coupes or convertibles made by major manufacturers in the United States and Europe. Examples include: 1949 Mercury, 1957 
Chevrolet and 1959 Volkswagen Beetle. A 1966 Impala station wagon or 1962 Morris Minor would also fit into this group, although 
they are less common with collectors today. Convertible versions are among the most desirable members of this category.

• Sports Car: While many mundane examples of postwar European cars, such as Fiat and Austin sedans, have been scrapped, the sports 
cars built following World War II are among the most collectible cars and have a huge following. All Austin-Healeys, most MGs, 
Triumphs, Sunbeams, Alfa Romeos, Porsches, Corvettes, Avantis and many other marques fall into this incredibly popular group, of 
which a large percentage are convertibles.



MusCle CArs
Among the most popular collector cars out there  
today, muscle cars are generally standard American  
cars fitted at the factory with powerful V-8 engines.  

Virtually all muscle cars are two-door sedans, coupes or convertibles. While cars like the 1970 Oldsmobile Cutlass used the same chassis 
and body as the Olds 442, the engines and equipment separated the standard Cutlass from the undeniably muscular 442. 

•	 Full-Size: Using the biggest bodies in a company’s model lines, cars such as the Chrysler 300C or Chevrolet Impala SS 409 were certainly 
muscle cars, although the term had not yet been coined when these powerful cars were introduced.

•	 Mid-Size: The most common category of muscle car, popular entries in this class included Pontiac GTO, Chevrolet Chevelle, Ford 
Torino Cobra, Oldsmobile 442 and Plymouth GTX. Some of these cars, such as the Torino and Chevelle could be optioned as sensible 
family sedans and wagons or as potent street performers.

•	 Pony Cars: Dubbed “pony cars” in honor of category pioneer, the Mustang. For their day, these were relatively small two-door coupes 
and convertibles that could be ordered with powerful V-8 engines. In short order, Mustang was joined by Mercury Cougar, Chevrolet 
Camaro, Pontiac Firebird, American Motors AMX and Javelin, as well as Plymouth ’Cuda and Dodge Challenger.

VintAge rACe CArs
Typically mid-1970s and prior, vehicles originally  
built for performance on a road course or oval  
track. Many of these vehicles are not street-legal. 

• Vintage Pre-War: These are vehicles manufactured prior to 1940. Examples include Alfa Romeo 6C, Bentley “Speed Six”and  
Maserati Tipo 26.

• Can-Am: This was a series started in 1966 for “unlimited” sports cars. Examples of Can-Am racers are Lola T70, McClaren M6B, 
Porsche 917 and Shadow DN2.

• Formula 500: A series from 1968 to 1982, Formula 500 was originally intended for open-wheel cars with engines under 5.0 liters that fit 
no other formula. Some examples are Chevron B24, Cooper T90, Lotus 70 and Surtees TS11.

• Pre-1980 Formula 1: This group is generally regarded as the highest and fastest class of single-seat, open wheel auto racing in the world. 
Examples include Brahbam BT19, Ferrari 312, Lotus 49 and Tyrell 007.

• Pre-1980 Sports Prototypes: These include closed-wheel, purpose-built racing cars often referred to as two-seat versions of Formula 1 
cars. Some Examples are Alfa Romeo Tipo 33, Ford GT 40, Lola T70 and Porsche 908/3.

• Vintage Oval: This generally refers to vintage racecars that were raced in the ’30s, ’40s and ’50s, often on dirt tracks. Generally they do 
not have a roll cage (though some may) and have narrow tires. Examples include Kurtis Kraft, Hillegas and Solar Midget.

sPeCiAl interest
These cars are generally low-production (between  
3,000 to 25,000) specialty models that may or may  
not offer high-performance. They are often produced  
by major manufactures and are reliable and practical enough to be employed as regular use vehicles, in 
which case their collectibility will decline.



•	 Limited-Edition Vehicles: These cars are offered in a small series and have some measure of collectibility – if they have a history of low 
usage. Examples include Buick Grand National, Buick Reatta, Cadillac Allante, Chevy SSR, Plymouth/Chrylser Prowler and Avanti II.

•	 Neo-Classics: These factory-built cars are inspired by cars of another era and are built in limited numbers using components from other 
manufacturers. Examples include Excalibur, Zimmer, Clenet, Panther and Tiffany.

•	 Limited Production Editions: These vehicles are special editions of more readily available mass-produced vehicles. Examples include a 
1995 Chevrolet Corvette Pace Car and a 2001 Chevrolet “Intimidator” Camaro SS.

exotiCs
An exotic car is generally considered to be a vehicle  
that is 19 years old, or newer, is built in small numbers  
(several hundred to a few thousand), sells for a hefty  
price when new and offers extremely high performance. Many of these cars can be used as regular-use 
vehicles, in which case their collectibility will decline.

• Domestic: Exotics from the United States include Panoz, Saleen S7, Dodge Viper and Ford GT.

• European: Exotics from Europe include Aston Martin, Ferrari, Maserati and Lamborghini, BMW M1, Mercedes SLR and Porsche 959.

• Asian: Exotics from the Far East include the Acura NSX.

Modified VehiCles
Almost since automobiles were first manufactured,  
people have been modifying their cars for both  
appearance and performance. 

In the United States, these cars constitute a rapidly growing segment of the collector car hobby. As with many other types of collector cars, 
the descriptions often overlap when modified vehicles are concerned, so occasionally it is difficult to know how to classify a car. 

•	 Hot Rods: A pre-1949, American-built automobile, stripped of unessential components like fenders and hood side panels and modified 
(often extensively) to enhance performance and appearance, acceleration and top speed. Examples include a 1932 Ford Roadster high boy 
Deuce Coupe. 

•	 Street Rods: A contemporary, all-inclusive term for a pre-1973-bodied car or truck (usually American-made) that has been modified 
and personalized. Street rods differ from classic hot rods in that the term encompasses a wider and newer range of makes and models. 
Enhanced creature comforts, modern accoutrements and safety devices (such as seat belts, tilt wheels, air conditioning, etc.) share the 
modification/improvement focus along with enhanced handling and better braking. A 1957 Chevy and 1953 Dodge that have been 
updated with modern brakes and drivetrain, as well as custom paint and interior, would be good examples.

•	 Custom: Sometimes called Lead Sleds because of large amounts of lead body filler used to reshape the body, this is an American auto-
mobile from the mid-1930s to the early 1960s with a body that has been restyled, modified and altered for a more distinctive appearance. 
Customs traditionally emphasize styling over performance, and the work can even include the creation of an entirely new body. Popular 
modifications include chopping (lowering a top by cutting a section out of the windshield posts and pillars), channeling (cutting out 
the floor pan, dropping the body the width of the frame rails and reattaching everything for a low silhouette), sectioning, frenching 
or tunneling (insetting headlights or tail lights), along with chassis lowering, custom wheels, trick paint, etc. A ’49 Ford or Mercury is 
considered a good candidate for a custom job.

•	 Restorods: This fairly recent genre of collector car results when a stock-appearing car from the 1950s or 1960s is mated with a modern 
engine, drivetrain and suspension. General Motors cars such as 1955 Buicks, 1955-57 Chevrolets and solid-axle Corvettes are among car 
models receiving such treatment.



•	 Lowriders: The Lowrider movement, which originated in East Los Angeles in the late 1960s, was originally a Latino-influenced derivative 
of the custom-car genre. Lowriders pioneered the use of hydraulics and electronically-actuated air suspension to radically lower the 
cars and still permit them to be raised for normal driving. Custom paint and narrow wheels and tires characterize Lowriders. Examples 
include early ’60s Chevrolets, such as 1963 and 1964 Impalas.

•	 Tuner Cars: A new and rapidly growing category popular with younger enthusiasts, Tuner Cars are built from or based on sport compact  
models. Usually, they begin as relatively small and inexpensive cars that are extensively modified for performance, appearance and show. 
Typically, a car such as a Honda Civic, Acura Integra, VW Golf or Dodge Neon will be lowered, fitted with modified bodywork and 
given a turbo-charged or transplanted engine. Many of these cars are also fitted with extravagant audio and entertainment systems.

•	 Street Machines/Pro-Stock Street: These vehicles are modified with roll cages and tubbed rear ends. They look and perform similarly to 
pro-stock race cars. Examples include appropriately modified Chevrolet Camaros and Ford Torinos. 

Kit & rePliCA CArs
The line between kit cars and replicars is sometimes  
blurry. Some cars are only available as kits, such as  
the Westfield and Gazelle, while Sebring Austin-Healey  
replicas were only available fully-built up. 

Some kits have their own unique chassis, while others supply some of the components needed to modify an existing car, such as a 
Volkswagen, into a replica of an older collectible car. An example of this type would be a replica of a 1956 Porsche Speedster constructed 
using a VW floor pan and drivetrain and a fiberglass body.

• Clone: A stock vehicle that is modified to replicate a more highly optioned or limited production version of the same make and model. 
Examples include a 1967 Ford Mustang built to replicate a 1967 Shelby GT500 or a 1969 Chevrolet Camaro modified to replicate a 
1969 Yenko Camaro.

• Continuation Car: A make or model that was manufactured after the vehicle’s original production run but is identical to those produced 
in that era. Examples include a 1965 Shelby Cobra built by Shelby American in 2004.

MotorCyCles & sCooters
This category includes two-wheeled, self-propelled  
vehicles at least 25 years old.

• Motorcycles: Single- or multi-cylinder, two-wheeled, self-propelled vehicles with displacements that are generally 125cc or larger and 
were built by a recognized manufacturer. Examples include a 1921 Harley Davidson Model J, a 1930 Indian Scout and a 1946 Vincent 
Series B Rapide. 

• Motor Scooters: Self-propelled two-wheeled vehicles displacing 400cc or less. Examples include a 1962 Cushman Super Eagle, a 1967 
Vespa Sprint VLB and a 1948 Whizzer/Schwinn.

• Servicars or Trikes: Factory-built three-wheel versions of motorcycles such as those manufactured by Indian and Harley Davidson.

• Sidecar Motorcycles: This category consists of motorcycles that were fitted with sidecars when they were new.



CoMMerCiAl &  
MilitAry VehiCles
Commercial trucks and military service vehicles are  
included in a category that consists of a wide variety  
of light and heavy trucks no longer used for work or  
utility purposes.

• 1974 or earlier Military Land Vehicles: Examples include Jeeps, Land Rovers, half-tracks and disarmed tanks.

• Fire Trucks and other Safety Vehicles: Examples of fire trucks include those made by American La France, Seagrave, Stutz and Packard, 
while ambulances and hearses were often built on chassis by Packard, Cadillac and Cunningham.

• Commercial Vehicles: Heavy and light trucks, including pickup trucks, such as a Mack LN, 5-Ton Pierce-Arrow and Ford F1.

trACtors & trAilers
Restored or excellent original farm tractors 30 years  
or older are also increasingly popular with collectors.  
Auto transport trailers and small lightweight trailers  
towed behind collector cars may also be covered.

• Tractors: Fully restored or excellent original tractors that are retired from utility use. Examples include Farmall, Porsche and John Deere.

• Street Rod Trailers: Generally finished as a Coca-Cola cooler or painted to match the car from which they’re pulled. These are small 
utility trailers for carrying luggage while on tour, such trailers are made by BeBop’s Glass Works, Champion Luggage Trailers, The Little 
Trailer Company and others.

• Car Transport Trailers: These open or closed trailers are used for transporting collector cars. Popular manufacturers include Trailex, 
Featherlite, Tommy’s Trailers and Wells Cargo.

• Tractor Implements: Tools and attachments that allow tractors to perform a variety of functions. Examples include plows, discs, hay 
rakes, bailers, cultivators and spreaders.

VehiCles under  
restorAtion
The process of restoring a collector vehicle is a  
significant part of the hobby. In some ways, it’s more a  
part of the hobby than actually driving the cars.

Every collector car has been or probably will be restored to some degree. Owners spend hundreds of hours doing research, locating and 
buying parts and working on a car. Many times they’re already planning their next restoration project before they’ve even completed their 
current one.

Vehicles in this category are those that are being “actively” brought back to their former/original condition or are being modified or 
customized to individual specifications. Vehicles that are undergoing routine repair and maintenance, or are in the process of being built by 
a manufacturer, are not considered “under restoration.”

This agent reference guide isn’t a set of underwriting guidelines. It is a basic road map that discusses general types of collector cars and how Hagerty 
defines them. For further explanation or to discuss specific cars that may be eligible for coverage, please call Hagerty at 800-747-5348. 


